
SAP® Solutions
Together, let’s do great
things with SAP® 
enterprise applications
You’re ready to make a significant investment 
in a powerful, world-renowned platform - or 
you already have SAP®. How can you be sure it 
will optimally serve your organization?

Whether you are experiencing a period of rapid growth and 
need to scale up, or your systems need to be better integrated 
to streamline functions and avoid duplication, we offer the 
expertise you need to introduce you to the efficiencies of SAP® 
and evolve your existing SAP® systems to the next level.

Our SAP® Offerings

We begin by working with you to understand your goals and 
outcomes, leading to recommendations on the latest SAP® 
technology that will dramatically improve your business 
function. We specialize in assessing & advising, implementing, 
upgrading, integrating and supporting your SAP® platforms to 
ensure that your processes run smoothly.  

SAP S/4HANA® - the way of the future

Imagine all your business functions, from Finance to 
Manufacturing, integrated and managed through one intelligent 
and evolving ERP platform – that’s what SAP S/4HANA® can do 
for you. With cloud, on-premise and hybrid options available to 
best suit your needs, SAP S/4HANA® is the way of the future. 

Solvera’s SAP S/4HANA® Assessment & Advisory team will help 
you look at key influencing factors to be considered in your 
transition to SAP S/4HANA®. We will analyze your current 
environment to provide the best migration path to 
SAP S/4HANA® and a roadmap to optimize effects on your 
business processes. Following the assessment, we will work 
with you to migrate to SAP S/4HANA® - providing you a modern 
and integrated digital core.

 

 

I was extremely 
satisfied by the 
SAP® work 
delivered by 
Solvera and would 
definitely use them 
again for other IT 
projects. Thanks 
for all your hard 
work!”

-  Greig Frostad, 
 Maintenance Systems Developer,  
 EVRAZ Wasco Pipe Protection   
 Corporation
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SAP® Business ByDesign®  - for small to midsize enterprises

Small to midsize enterprises require a comprehensive ERP cloud solution that is 
affordable and easy to implement. With its end-to-end integration, SAP® Business 
ByDesign® combines your essential business areas all in one comprehensive 
suite-in-a-box.  Built-in analytics functions in SAP® Business ByDesign®, combined 
with SAP HANA®, can provide a 360-degree view of your business areas.  We will 
perform an Assessment of your current environment to drive out the requirements 
needed to meet your business challenges. SAP® Business ByDesign®’s modern, 
intuitive design will enable us to provide you with a quick and efficient 
implementation to your new environment.

SAP® SuccessFactors®  - leading human capital management

Solvera will help you design and implement SAP® SuccessFactors®, a world-leading 
Human Capital Management suite that will transform your HR strategies. Working 
with our team, you will improve your ability to discover, train, and manage your 
workforce, while creating special experiences for your employees.

SAP® Application Management Services (AMS) – maximize and manage your 
SAP® investment

SAP® Licensing 

As an SAP® PartnerEdge® Sell Partner, we will help you navigate the complexities of 
licensing your on-premise or cloud SAP® platform investment. SAP® software can 
scale to your growing business needs. The modular structure of SAP® software 
licenses allows you to license and pay only for the functionality and capacity needed 
at any given time.

With over 20 years of delivering SAP® services, Solvera has become heavily invested in our SAP® service 
area. As an SAP® PartnerEdge® Sell and Service partner, we have access to leading information that 
ensures our team of over 50 deeply experienced SAP® professionals stay current on leading SAP® 
technologies and best practices and up to date on their certifications, including SAP S/4HANA®.

Solvera’s full suite of SAP® services shows our successful track record in delivering SAP S/4HANA® 
Assessments, SAP® consulting and SAP® application management services. Through years of service and 
building strong relationships, we have earned the trust of numerous clients in a wide range of industries.
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